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Abstract
Hess’s strategies for revelation vary from the Roethkean contemplation of “little” events, to assuming the myths of native Americans, to direct contemporary narrative. Many of these poems read like meditations, where little presupposition is imposed upon landscapes or objects. Hess’s careful imagery allows the grasshopper, the cloud, and even the artist Rubens to speak to the reader. The power of the Western landscape and the human heart coalesce in Hess’s verse.
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AncientPages.com - Buried beneath the deep waters lie ruins of fascinating and marvelous ancient kingdoms that today are nothing than lost memories of the past. Many advanced ancient civilizations ended due to earthquakes, tsunamis or other natural disasters. Precious objects and ruins of ancient cities are lost in the depths of lakes, seas and oceans worldwide. Lost for 1,600 years, the kingdom of Cleopatra was discovered off the shores of Alexandria, Egypt. Cleopatra VII Philopator, known to history as Cleopatra, was the last pharaoh of Ancient Egypt. She was a member of the Ptolemaic dynasty, a family of Greek origin that ruled Egypt after Alexander the Great's death during the Hellenistic period. The so-called Lost Kingdom is included in a list of the seven, and then never mentioned again in Aquaman. Presumably, like the extinct Deserters, the Lost Kingdom can neither help nor hinder Orm’s plan to be named the Ocean Master and lead a war on the surface, so it’s of little consequence. But it’s possible -- maybe even likely -- that the Lost Kingdom is actually where Arthur and Mera discover Atlan’s tomb, the Hidden Sea at the Earth’s core. Accessed by a rift in the kingdom of the Trench, this Hidden Sea is a prehistoric place populated by dinosaurs. The Water Elemental, along with her Elemental brethren, were actually introduced as minions of the God of Destruction in Lost Kingdoms. Lost Kingdoms II is the first game where they are obtainable as a card. The God of Destruction’s animations in the second game changes to note this.